Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim: the reformation initiative is designed basing on
understanding government’s needs and the challenges of the phase

Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim stressed that the national reformation initiative is designed basing
on understanding of the needs of government and executive leadership to handle the demands
and challenges of the phase, noting that the initiative proposed founding the Political
Council for National Security in order to be an inclusive foundation comprised of the
leaders of Iraq, a circle of wisdom and counseling, where the decisions that concern Iraq
and future of Iraq are to be agreed upon by Iraq\'s leaders and the circle members, and to
provide the desired covers for the government and its president, calling for investment of
international support for Iraq and the regional understanding of Iraq’s role in order to
surpass the political congestion and forming of a reformist government that we give it the
required support and adequate space to be able to find the substantial solutions for the
intractable problems,

\r\n

indicating that any reform process would not be easy and will be accompanied by some of the
aches and pains, bearing the real leaders of Iraq the responsibility to support the
government and its decisions by the masses as like as they support it legislatively, calling
at the same time, the prime minister of government and his governmental team that they
should be aware that their success will be dependent on the political and masses support
they receive from the country\'s leaders and everyone feeling being part in decision making
gives the needed confidence space to overcome this crisis, stressing the need to return to
the \"we\" terminology and leave the ” I ”.

\r\n

This took place in the official ceremony of the Iraqi Martyr Day Memorial and the Martyrdom
of Sayyid al-Sadr (sanctify their souls) attended by the Three Presidencies at the Sayyid
Ammar al-Hakim Baghdad office on Saturday April, 9 2016.

\r\n

His Eminence linked between the sacrifices made before and after the fall of the former
idol, noting that there is no difference between them, considering this fact as a definite
evidence that we are still in the confrontation phase and at the peak of moments of
conflict, noting that the only difference is in that the current phase is not limited to
fighting idols of dictatorship and tyranny, but also fighting idols of self-narcissism and
personalization that had grown within us without being aware of it, stressing that the fight
towards freedom is cruel , bloody and painful, pointing to the need to win the Biggest Jihad
(the highest forms of Jihad which is fighting temptations and desires of self) , noting that
the enemy today is not a dictator crouching his palace and arrested his people oppressed
behind walls of humiliation and subjugation, and our enemy is not a blinded diabolically
terrorism that subsists by the bodies of innocents in the name of religion and mislead
martyrdom, but the real enemy is ourselves, and we bear this great responsibility in order
to serve this honorable people and to be trusties of this great nation, considering this

challenge as the most serious challenges, elaborating by stating \"to fall by the hands of
your enemy is not as to fall by the hands of your brother and your companion in project,
approach and vision, not as the to fall in the eyes of your people who are looking up to the
future with concern and confusion. \"

\r\n

Stressing that the enemy today is in disagreeing on a single vision that we walk together
for building of this generous country, and our enemy is our intersection in the image of
homeland and disagreeing on defining people and the peoples’ space and not being aware the
depth of the divine destiny of a nation called Iraq, \" expressing his regrets for the loss
of a lot of unrepeated opportunities in spite of a lot of what was offered in return,
calling for reconsideration and take responsibility.

\r\n

His Eminence diagnosed the current crisis, is an identity crisis and not a crisis of the
government, adding, \"once we overcome it, all problems no matter how big they are will
remain small in front of the faithful people and all challenges no matter how difficult they
are will be limited in front of who are united under one the country and the vision\",
addressing the leaders of Iraq to the need to work honestly and focus on present, and
cohesion for the sake of the future , stressing the need for unity of hearts and overcome
the narrow calculations and stand for the overall big image and there is no bigger than
image Iraq and its future and the future of its people of all Denominations, religions and
-ethnicities , stressing that the reasonability and moderation approach is the path of the Al
Mihrab Martyr Movement.

\r\n

His Eminence indicated that Iraq is before a big opportunity and will not be the last,

\"because Iraq would not be in a position of a one last opportunity ever, Iraq is bigger
than all the standards and specifications and unbounded by time limitation, by such we
believe in Iraq and by this vision we are moving in its spaciousness \" adding \"but limited
opportunities are for us, the project handlers and the flag holders and the responsibility
bearers, \"noting that it arrived after a decade that we spent enough share of disagreements
and tried all there is of patching solutions and we used all of sectarianism, nationalism,
ethnicity and regionalism hypotheses, but a decade later of pain, the opportunity to tell us
that we are all incomplete projects and we will not be whole unless under Iraq that holds us
together, calling for making all of proposals for the sake of Iraq.
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